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Leiko Matsushima

Leiko Matsushima (First Name: Leiko, Family Name: Matsushima) is a player character played by
Nightdreamer09.

Tagline: “I like things to go boom.”

Leiko Matsushima

Species & Gender: Female Nekovalkyrja (Type 33)
Date of Birth: 2日 2月 YE 38
Organization: Star Army of Yamatai
Occupation: Bombardier

Rank: Santô Hei
Current Placement: Star Army Reserve

Physical Description

Red hairs, usually made into dreads on the back and normal hairs on the side/fronts, met with sparkling
green eyes. Fit body with the right curves in the right places; they are set she doesn't hold back from
boasting and showing off. Maybe slightly too heavy on the chest but by her words “I like to see boys'
mind go boom when they get a sneak peak down there.” In general, she does little to hide her body and
look less than she is, quite the opposite in truth as she rarely loose a chance to show herself off. And she
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is high, at least for the standard Nekovalkyrja, with her 170 cm of height.

She has got herself a set of clip rings to use as septum and nose rings: as they do not pierce the skin, she
doesn't have to worry about her body rejecting them too fast to hold.

Personality

Bold, blunt and cheecky: this is how she is. She hardly holds what she thinks back and she wont make a
mistery she would like to see you go boom, be it in a good or bad way. But yet, she get the works done,
so gets tolerated, at least most of the times.

As long as there is fun or thrill to be had, she is in; life is one, and for as long as it can be being a
Nekovalkyrja, it is still too short so she really will do her best to not miss any beat. This leads people to
see her as a superficial being which, from one point of view, she is but it's not all.

She enjoys practising sports, mainly basketball but she is known to play aerial football. The reasons are
multiple: she enjoys the exercise, as well as the competition and fight-mechanics triggered during a
match and, in her own words “You know how hot I look in that sport outfits?!”

History

Born YE 38, after the basic training between a soldier status and a technician status, she choose to be
the one making, or breaking, things; she wouldn't get big medals or recognition by the public but for sure
it was more interesting in her view and let her experiment… which might not be much on one side, but
on the other let her use technology which a civilian could hardly see.

She soon specialized in explosives, “such a vibrant field” in her own words, reaching the role of explosive
technician before being assigned to the 17th Strategic Bomber Group "Dragons" as a bombardier. The
reason of such assignment are debatable: be skills or just as far as possible for the commanding officer of
the time, is unknown and anyones guess. What is known is that poop for the enemies of the Yamatai
Empire is coming right down!

Skills Learned

Star Army Common Skills:
Communication: Leiko is familiar with basic radio operation and procedures and can make
transmissions to and receive transmissions from other characters through headsets,
starships, power armor, and shuttles in both combat and non-combat conditions. She is fluent
in Trade (language) and Yamataigo (邪馬台語). She can speak and write both correctly and
efficiently and can write reports, fill forms, issue orders under fire, etc.
Fighting: Leiko received hand-to-hand combat training, followed up with a rigorous training
program. She is skilled and experienced in combat both in Yamatai-like conditions and in
zero-gravity, with and without weapons. Weapons she is trained in include energy pistols,
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knives, and power armor.
Technology Operation: Leiko is capable of operating any computer system that uses the
Kessaku OS, found on all Star Army starships. She is proficient in entering and/or searching
for information.
Mathematics: Leiko received basic mathematics training, to including up to algebra and
trigonometry.

As for her specialization as Explosives Technician, Leiko has in depth knowledge of explosives and
she is able to identify, manufacture, handle and dispose them. This is underlined by knowledge of
chemistry and physic.

Social Connections

Leiko Matsushima is connected to: nobody.

Inventory & Finance

Leiko Matsushima has the following:

Star Army Standard Issue Items
A set of a few clip rings to be used as piercing

Leiko Matsushima currently has 3000 KS.

OOC Information

This page was created by nightdreamer09 on 02, 15 2020 at 02:08 using the Character Template Form.

In the case nightdreamer09 becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? Yes
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? No

Character Data
Character Name Leiko Matsushima
Character Owner Nightdreamer09
Character Status Inactive Player Character
Current Location Fort Tokyo
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Reserve
SAOY Rank Santô Hei
SAOY Occupation Star Army Pilot
SAOY Assignment Star Army Reserve
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Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Entry Year YE 38
DOR Year YE 38
Orders Orders
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